Business Continuity & Disaster Recovery
and Backup Services
The future is unpredictable, but that doesn’t mean you can’t be prepared to combat
unforeseen challenges. Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery plans (BCDR) are
created to protect businesses from suffering the effects of downtime or unexpected
crises.
A good BCDR plan goes in hand with a comprehensive backup solution. Together
these solutions can guarantee that your business remains operational no matter
what. They provide a virtual cushion so your employees can work efficiently, with
the knowledge that they can stay connected and productive. At Novem IT, we will
introduce solutions to ensure your business is safe and prepared for any event.
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On average, downtime as a result of a disaster can cost SMEs anywhere
from £1,000 to £10,000 or more per hour.
The sooner you can be operational after a disaster, the less money is lost.
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What’s included?
Disaster Recovery & Business Continuity
We will implement processes to protect you against cyber threats, as well as service
recovery through thorough Business Continuity planning.

Included in your BCDR plan:
- A detailed consultation so we can outline your priorities and your business needs
- An outline of your recovery objectives so we can restore lost/stolen data and help
applications to work again if systems are critically damaged
- An assessment of your existing IT environment and optimisation of your current
strategy
- A bespoke BCDR solution that meets your business requirements so we can take
the necessary measures to ensure your business is prepared for anything. These
solutions minimise downtime so that business operations can continue and
recovery quickly should the worst happen.
- We will define your Recovery Time Objective (RTO) and Recovery Point Objective
(RPO) to help decrease the impacts of downtime and better manage a disaster
when it strikes

Backup
Novem IT provides Backup solutions in partnership with industry-leading vendors,
such as Datto and StorageCraft.
Datto provides backup solutions for Cloud, Files and SaaS applications. Whatever
you need backing up, we can help.

Why work with Novem IT?
When you call, we pick up
In the event of a disaster, Novem IT will be there for you, and our disaster recovery experts
will respond quickly and effectively. You can rely on our team to support your BCDR, and
backup needs no matter the challenge.

We have over 20 years’ experience
We have been protecting our clients from cyber threats, disasters and workplace
disruptions through implementing BCDR plans and backup solutions, for over two
decades. Our experience is second to none.
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Our team are Datto accredited experts
Novem IT are a Datto Premium Parter. We will proactively look after your business
with expert knowledge and experience. You can trust that your data is in safe hands
with Novem IT.

Datto, Premium Partner

BCDR and backup solutions to meet your business needs
Our comprehensive BCDR plans and backup solutions are designed specifically to
your business needs. This ensures that you have protection and support where you
need it most.
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Start planning for the future and ensure your business is ready to
combat any potential workplace disruptions. Implement a BCDR
plan and backup solution today, and safeguard your business.
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